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ICS Technology Group, a full-service technology 
company and wireless service provider, has been 
empowering its customers with high-quality, attentive 
service since 1984. Driven by a commitment to 
excellence and customer loyalty, the company 
continues to follow its mission of not merely selling 
solutions, but building relationships. Today, this 
family-owned and operated company prides itself 
on providing 24/7 local support and customer care 
alongside three on-net data centers (with access to an 
additional 10 multi-location data center partners) and 
350+ vendor and carrier relationships.

As ICS continues to strategically grow its footprint 
to better serve a growing number of customers 
across Ohio, it continues to partner with leading 
infrastructure partners to ensure its services deliver 
unparalleled technological and communications 
capabilities. 

Horizon Solution: 

E-Line Ethernet

Dark Fiber

GROUP

HORIZON

“Working with Horizon to provide enhanced fiber networking and 
wireless service has been a great experience all around,” states Curtis 
Davis, CEO and Managing Member of ICS Technology Group. “From 

leadership to account representatives, it’s clear that Horizon’s people 
are what make their robust services even more advantageous. We are 
able to function so closely that they are almost like true employees. It’s 
extremely collaborative and typifies our mutual dedication to forging 
relationships instead of just deals. Horizon is one of those companies 
where, from the top down, they own it and make it happen — and that 
makes us ideally positioned to deliver on our promise of technological 
empowerment to our current and future customers.”

Business Challenge

In order to deliver robust technology and telecommunications 

services to businesses and residential buildings in Ohio, ICS 

Technology Group continually looks to leverage the most high-

quality, resilient, reliable and high-performing network infrastructure 

possible. When seeking to expand its point-to-point connections, 

linking new data centers or other endpoints to create a more robust 

and geographically expansive on-net fabric, ICS needed a provider 

that could offer an extensive regional network in southern and 

eastern Ohio. The company also sought a provider they could truly 

partner with, who could work closely with ICS, ensuring any network 

disruptions could be quickly remedied and all requirements could be 

met seamlessly. 

When selecting the appropriate vendor out of the available providers 

in the region, ICS Technology Group took into account a range of 

factors, including price, staff availability, facility and infrastructure 

quality, responsiveness and more.
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The Horizon Solution

Ultimately, ICS selected Horizon to augment its E-Line and fiber offerings. It became clear that Horizon’s superior network reach 
and availability across southern and eastern Ohio made it one of the most robust regional vendors with assets in the desired 
area. Furthermore, Horizon’s dedication to customer excellence and cooperation mirrored that of ICS, positioning ICS for the 
ideal level and depth of partnership to support its customers with high-quality, reliable results. 

Horizon’s E-Line Ethernet solution enables a host of advantages, including: faster, more reliable and secure connections, better 
bandwidth efficiency, cost-savings, network flexibility, and more. Meanwhile, the company’s dark fiber services provide exclusive, 
private, and highly secure network deployments to suit any evolving IT demands. These services across Horizon’s network, which 
is one of the newest and most state-of-the-art networks in the region, is augmented by the company’s rich history of dedicated 
local customer support. 

Horizon’s regional team has been trusted for over 125 years to supply quality customer care and powerful connectivity results 
to residents and businesses throughout Ohio and beyond. With these industry-leading solutions empowering ICS Technology 
Group’s own growing network footprint and service offering, the company and its customers can trust that they are leveraging 
the very best foundation for any technological or communications transformation. 

Results

Today, with access to Horizon’s rapidly-expanding fiber network footprint in Ohio, ICS Technology Group is also empowered to 
grow at a rapid rate and extend its dedicated service style and technology solutions to a growing number of customers in the 
region. 

Key Benefits:
• Faster, more secure and reliable connections: Ethernet delivers quicker 

internet connections than a Wi-Fi connection from the same router. 
Leveraging physical connections also makes Ethernet connectivity more 
stable, protected, and consistent. 

• Bandwidth efficiency: Ethernet connections can support dozens of gigabits per 
second, offering high capacities over fiber with bandwidths of up to 10 Gbps on a single 
line.

• Cost-savings: The cost of setting up Ethernet services can be low. With traditional or legacy 
connections, organizations often require more equipment and spend more money.

• High-performance results and scalability: Horizon dark fiber provides the fastest, most direct, and 
efficient path from end to end, easily accommodating scaling business needs with virtually unlimited room 
to grow.

• Enhanced disaster recovery and resilience: Dark fiber is safeguarded against common types of outages resulting 
from third parties, and its physically private nature keeps organizations protected from outside influence. 

To learn more about additional Horizon solutions, visit HorizonConnects.com/business-fiber-solutions

“ICS Technology Group is a great example 
of a local leader who is part of the rising 

tide that lifts all ships in a historically 
lesser-served region like Ohio,” states 

Glenn Lytle, CRO of Horizon. “We’re proud 
to help augment their own offering and 

footprint with our solutions, offering 
more complete and robust technology 
opportunities throughout the area and 

beyond.”

https://www.horizonconnects.com/business-fiber-solutions/

